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On March 22, at the Inter-American Development Bank's annual board of governors meeting in
Caracas, Venezuela, Argentina called for an immediate increase in IDB capital resources. Without
the increase, said Juan Sommer, the Argentine Economy Ministry's assistant secretary for economic
policy, the Bank will fail to make a positive contribution toward the solution of Latin America's
serious economic problems. According to Sommer, it is time that Latin American governments
relect on the full long-term impact of continued negative capital flows to multilateral lending
institutions as well as to the world at large. At present, the IDB is unable to meet the challenge of
making a dent in the reality of net capital outflows at a time when new investment resources are
desperately needed throughout the region. Sommer pointed out that in 1987 the IDB approved
loans totaling about $2.6 billion, a lower amount than in the previous two years at a time when
the demand for capital resources by most IDB member nations is greater than ever. Negotiations
for a capital increase began two years ago, and have since stalled, largely due to a disagreement
with the IDB's principal contributor, the United States. The Reagan administration has demanded
a change in voting rights structure which would effectively provide Washington with a veto over
loan approvals. Until its demands are met, the US has refused to participate in the proposed capital
increase that would double the IDB's loan window on an annual basis (between $20 billion and
$25 billion over the 1987-1990 period). Sommer continued by emphasizing that in 1987, Argentina
recorded yet another net capital outflow. He added that his country is hardly an isolated case: last
year, the aggregate capital outflow for Argentina, Brazil and Mexico the region's three biggest
debtors surpassed $2 billion. The Argentine official declared that Latin American governments
must not only reflect on the hazards of continued capital outflows, but they must also act. Sommer
said that given the IDB's principal role as promotor of economic development, a capital increase
is one important step in an action program for the region. Additional suggestions presented by
Sommer follow: (1) Prior to receiving a capital increase, the IDB must implement alternative
financial arrangements that significantly expand its loan capacity based on recycling its considerable
resources; (2) Procedures for granting sectoral loans as opposed to financing for specific projects
must be accelerated; and (3) Greater flexibility in the use of concessional loans approved for the
poorest countries is necessary. Added flexibility is necessary for these nations to adequately employ
the loans. (Basic data from AFP, 03/22/88)
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